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KEY FINANCIAL INFORMATION

In thousands of Euros
12.31.2000 09.30.2001 09.30.2000 Change 3rd

Quarter
2001

3rd
Quarter

2000

316.284 Production value 281.107 217.740 + 29,1% 89.598 77.191
303.964 Total revenues 270.748 210.953 + 28,3% 86.377 73.840
104.007 Added value 83.916 73.849 + 13,6% 25.494 24.139

34,2% % on total revenues 31,0% 35,0% 29,5% 32,7%
24.847 EBITDA 20.684 15.788 + 31% 5.161 2.971

8,18% % on total revenues 7,64% 7,48% 6,0% 4,0%

9.866 Net Operating Income 8.350 4.886 + 70,9% 773 (798)
3,25% Net Operating Income/total revenues 3,1% 2,32% 0,89% (1,08%)
2.227 Net result before taxation and

before minority interests (1)
1.664 4.305 ( 61,4%) (3.495) 715

31.659 Gross technical investments 20.150 20.546 (1,9%)
157.391 Net invested capital 205.358 173.081 + 18,6%
(48.891) Net financial position (96.481) (60.493) + 59,5%

108.500 Total stockholders� equity 108.877 112.589 ( 3,3%)
104.468 Group�s net equity (2) 105.498 108.140 (2,4%)

4.032 Minority interests  (2) 3.379 4.448 (24,0%)

2.408 Nr. of employees  (3) 2.469

245.596 Works� portfolio 356.263 258.228 + 38%

EBIT/
6,27% Net invested capital (R.O.I.)    (4) 5,42% 3,76%

EBIT/
3,25% Total revenues (R.O.S.)    (4) 4,11% 3,09%

Net income/
2,13% Net stockholders� equity (R.O.E.)

(4)
2,10% 5,31%

Net financial position/
0,46 Total net stockholders� equity

(Debt/Equity)
0,89 0,54

(1) The result as at 31/12/2000 also includes taxes and minority interests
(2) The value of the Group�s net equity as at 30/09/2001 and 30/09/2000 takes into account the result before taxation

and the minority interests
 (3) Totally consolidated companies
(4) Values pertaining to the nine-month period are calculated on a yearly basis.
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QUARTERLY MANAGEMENT REPORT

Group Profile and Activity

TREVI- Finanziaria Industriale S.p.A. and its controlled companies (hereafter referred to as the  �TREVI Group

or �the Group�) operate in the following sectors: public contracts and engineering services for the laying of

foundations for public projects and infrastructures; oil services and manufacturing of plants and equipments for

the execution of special foundations, tunnel excavation and well drillings for the extraction of hydrocarbons

and water research. The activity sectors are coordinated by the two main companies of the Group: Trevi S.p.A.,

heading the Division that operates in the field of underground engineering (�Trevi Division�) and Soilmec

S.p.A., leading the Division that manufactures and markets plants and equipments for the underground

engineering, for well drilling in order to extract hydrocarbons and for water research (�Soilmec Division�).

Accounting principles and evaluation criteria

The quarterly report is drafted on a consolidated basis since the company is bound to draft the consolidated

report.

The Group�s consolidated financial statements for the third quarter 2001 have been drafted by using the same

accounting principles, consolidation methods and foreign exchange conversion criteria adopted to prepare the

Consolidated Financial Statements as at 31st December 2000, but with all necessary adjustments to reflect the

nine-month period performances.

Overall, the information provided by the report does not significantly differ from that which would have been

presented by using year-end and six-month consolidated accounting principles.

The quarterly report is not audited.

Main changes in the consolidation area

The following changes have been made to the consolidation area since 31st December 2000:

- During the first three-month period, in order to strengthen its entry into the Californian and West Coast

market, the controlled Trevi Icos  Corporation established a Joint Venture with a local company in

California,  of which it holds the majority (99%);

- Again in the first quarter, a new company was created: Trevi Icos South that is 100% controlled by Trevi

Icos Corporation;

- In July, the controlled company Trevi S.p.A established Trevi Spezialtiefbau G.M.B.H., a 100% controlled

company, in Germany. Being this company not operative yet, it has not been consolidated.
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Quarterly performance

The third quarter of the financial year 2001 was characterised by a significant increase of the total consolidated

revenues that reached 86,4 million Euros from 73,8 million Euros of the corresponding previous financial year

(+17%). In this way the positive trend characterizing the current financial year continued. As a matter of fact,

during the first nine-month period, total revenues amounted to 270,7 million Euros, with a 28,3% increase

compared the same period of the previous year. Therefore it is confirmed the early expectation of an increase in

revenues of more than 20% for the financial year 2001 compared to 2000.

Revenues per geographic area

As for the geographic distribution of revenues and compared to the third quarter of the year 2000, there has

been a sharp increase of revenues in the Middle East and a recovery of the Italian and European market. The

African market also showed an interesting performance, such that had not been experienced since the �90s.

Revenues per product line

One of the operating events that mainly characterised the third quarter of the year 2001, as well as the first nine

months of the current year, was certainly the increased importance achieved by the division that manufactures

plants and equipment for well drilling and that provides oil drilling services: the increase was far above 100%

of the total net sales achieved in the third quarter of 2000.

In the same quarter, revenues in the core business sector decreased with regard to the supply of foundation

engineering services (-7%); on the contrary, the production of foundation rigs registered a 34% increase.

Divisions� results

The most interesting increase in sales� volumes was registered in the plants of Cesena and Piacenza, and

precisely by Soilmec�s engineering division: 108,3 million Euros, equal to a 53,2% increase compared to the

first nine months of the previous year: the ever-increasing change between the corresponding quarters of the

two fiscal years amounts to 68,8%.

Trevi Division, supplying underground engineering services, achieved revenues for about 165,8 million Euros

(+14,8%) during the first nine months of the year 2001; this was mainly due to the subsidiaries operating in

U.S.A., Hong Kong, Nigeria and South America.

During the third quarter 2001, a slight decrease amounting to 5,6% of total revenues was registered, compared

to the corresponding period of 2000. While prospects for the IV° quarter are positive in several markets of

Africa and Venezuela, there are still uncertainties about the recovery of foundation works in Argentina and

Turkey.
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Margins

At a consolidated level, the margins� trend could only partially follow the production trend. EBITDA went from

3 million Euros during the third quarter 2000 to 5,2 million Euros in the third quarter 2001. The Operating

Income of the quarter amounted to 773.000 Euros  (-798.000 in the third quarter 2000).

During the first nine months of the fiscal year 2001, the EBITDA was of 20,7 million Euros, with a 31%

increase compared to the same period in the year 2000.  As for Total Revenues, the EBITDA percentage mainly

remained anchored to about 7,5%, due to the unfavourable trend of some jobs in U.S.A. and in Argentina.

There are still difficulties in the execution of some jobs in the New York area by Trevi Icos Corporation and also

Soilmec Branham Inc. faced problems in bearing the structure costs involved by the already accomplished works.

The �drilling� division also registered a decrease in the profitability linked to a particular work order, due to the

very nature of the prototype of two executed plants, also because of a thorough marketing policy referred to the

above mentioned plants that was aimed at promoting the product into the markets.

There has been an improvement in the profitability concerning the activity directly performed by the company

in Italy or in consortium with other companies.

The result before taxation and before minority interest in the period under consideration amounts to  �3,5

million Euros, while - in the third quarter 2000 - a 715.000 Euros profit was obtained. With regard to the first

nine months, the result was only 1,7 million Euros, with a 61% contraction compared to the same period of the

previous year. This negative result is unfavourably affected by exchange differences due to the revaluation in

Euros compared to the Dollar currency in the U.S.A., since a consistent part of the Group�s net sales is still

accomplished in Dollars. Partly, it also refers to losses generated from exchange differences on medium term

loans between sister companies in order to purchase plants, but whose real value remained unchanged. Also the

depreciation of the Turkish Lira affected the situation. Commercial transactions with third parties are partly

covered against the exchange risks.

The increase of the Net Passive Financial Position weighted on the net financial burdens, as it is highlighted in

the relevant prospect.

Main after-date events.

At the closing of the third quarter of this fiscal year, the Group signed contracts for important jobs to be

executed in some African countries within the Gulf of Guinea. Other markets, which are just now recovering,

are those of Libya and Ukraine. Important developments are foreseen in Venezuela.

As at 30th September 2001, the orders� portfolio of Trevi Group amounts to 356 million Euros, of which about

102 million are to be carried out during the three remaining months of the fiscal year; said portfolio pertains to

the Trevi Division for 270 million Euros and to the Soilmec Division for 86 million Euros.

For the Board of Directors

Eng. Davide Trevisani

Chairman
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Abbreviated consolidated financial statement of the Group

TREVI GROUP
QUARTERLY REPORT
CONSOLIDATED PROFIT AND LOSS
ACCOUNT
(IN THOUSANDS OF EUROS) In Millions

of Lira

01/01/2001
30/09/2001

01/01/2000
30/09/2000

3rd
Quarter

2001

3rd
Quarter

2000

3rd
Quarter

2001

A. TOTAL REVENUES 270.748 210.953 86.377 73.840 167.250

Changes in the stocks and work in progress,
semi-manufactures and finished goods 7.019 3.330 2.305 2.182 4.464
Increases of fixed assets for internal works

3.340 3.457 915 1.169 1.771

B. PRODUCTION VALUE 281.107 217.740 89.598 77.191 173.485

Consumption of raw materials and external
services

194.472 138.737 64.002 49.865 123.925

Other operating expenses 2.719 5.154 102 3.187 197

C. ADDED VALUE 83.916 73.849 25.494 24.139 49.363

Labour cost 63.232 58.061 20.333 21.168 39.370

D. EBITDA 20.684 15.788 5.161 2.971 9.993

Amortizations and depreciations 12.334 10.902 4.388 3.769 8.497

E. OPERATING RESULT 8.350 4.886 773 (798)        1.496

Financial proceeds (outlay) (6.804) (1.237) (4.151) 814 (8.038)
Value adjustments of financial activities (86) (288) (58) 111 (112)
Extraordinary proceeds (outlay) 204 944 (58) 588 (113)

F. RESULT BEFORE TAXES AND
MINORITY INTEREST

1.664 4.305 (3.495) 715 (6.767)
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TREVI GROUP
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET
AS AT 30/09/2001   In millions
(IN THOUSANDS OF EUROS)    of LIRA
12.31.2000 09.30.2001 09.30.2000 09.30.2001

A) Fixed assets

8.040  - Intangible assets 7.624 8.173 14.762
106.850  - Tangible assets 114.252 106.362 221.222

1.607  - Long-term investments 1.468 7.051 2.842
116.497 123.343 121.587 238.826

B) Net working capital

79.516 - Inventories 98.971 81.411 191.635
79.571  - Accounts receivable 105.681 95.548 204.627

(87.930)    - Accounts payable (-) (111.082) (103.383) (215.084)
(22.640) - Other assets and liabilities (-) (3.286) (14.603) (6.362)

48.516 90.285 58.973 174.816

         165.013 C) Invested capital less the operating liabilities (A+B)         213.628 180.560 413.642

(7.622) D) Severance indemnity (-) (8.271) (7.478) (16.014)

157.391 E) NET INVESTED CAPITAL (C+D) 205.358 173.081 397.628

Financed by:

104.468 F) Stockholders� equity 105.498 108.140 204.272
4.032 G) Minority interests 3.379 4.448 6.542

48.891 H) Net Financial Position 96.481 60.493 186.814

157.391 H) TOTAL FINANCING SOURCES (F+G+H) 205.358 173.081 397.628
 ( 1) The Net Stockholders� equity as at 30/09/2001 and 30/09/2000 takes into account the result achieved in the period under

consideration gross of taxes and includes the minority interests.

NET CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL POSITION
(IN THOUSANDS OF EUROS)

In millions of LIRA

 12.31.2000    09.30.2001   09.30.2000   09.30.2001

(31.637) Short term borrowings from banks (50.271) (38.103) (97.339)
        (11.657) Short term borrowings from other lenders (14.743) (11.483) (28.546)

 40.637 Short term cash 15.098 21.935 29.234

 (2.657) Short term total (49.916) (27.651) (96.651)

         (26.999) Medium and long term borrowings from banks (29.286) (12.940) (56.706)
         (19.236) Medium and long term borrowings from other lenders (17.279) (19.902) (33.457)

(46.235) Medium and long term total (46.565) (32.842) (90.163)

(48.891) Net financial position (96.481) (60.493) (186.814)
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Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements for the third quarter 2001
in thousands of EUROS

Notes to the key financial information

Net revenues pertaining to the third quarter amount to 86.377 thousand Euros, hence registering an increase of

12.537 thousands that is equal to 17 % compared to the corresponding period of the previous fiscal year.

The following tables respectively report the distribution per geographic area and per productive sector of the

revenues from sales of products and services and the change in the works in progress.

Geographic Area 3rd Quarter  3rd Quarter      Change
                       2001 2000

Italy 14.007      10.762         3.244
Europe (excluding Italy)   7.810  4.955                    2.854
U.S.A. and Canada 22.269 22.974                    (705)
Latin America 6.991     7.724                    (732)
Africa 5.344 4.705          638
Middle East 16.488 8.542  7.946
Far East 11.529 11.320  209
Rest of the world            -     859 (859)
Total                                                                84.438 71.842 12.596

The above prospect, besides highlighting the international status of the Group, also underlines the remarkable

volume of revenues achieved in the Middle East and European area during the quarter of reference.

The increase of the revenues pertaining to the Middle East area is ascribable to the sales of well rigs performed

by  the Soilmec Division in Iraq, within the U.N. programme called �Oil for food�.

The distribution among the main operative sectors of the Group is the following:

Productive Sector                  3rd Quarter 3rd Quarter        Change
                       2001 2000

Production of special foundation rigs 18.155 13.552 4.603
Production of drilling rigs
for oil, gas and water wells 18.149 7.575 10.574
Oil drillings 4.151 2.939 1.212
Special foundation works 43.957 47.348 (3.391)
Car parks        25     427 (402)
Total 84.438 71.842 12.596

Also the third quarter of the year 2001 was characterised by a significant increase in the drilling activity�s sector,

and - more specifically - in the production of well drilling rigs together with the pure drilling activity.  The same

considerations mentioned above regarding the manufacturing of well drilling rigs in Iraq and the activity of our

South American subsidiary Petreven C.A. (Venezuela) are applicable to the drilling division.
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The added value for the quarter is equal to 25.494 thousand Euros (24.139 thousand as at 30/09/2000) and is

aligned with the one of the third quarter of last year.

The EBITDA for the quarter amounted to 5.161 thousand Euros (2.971 as at 30/09/2000), which is equal to 6%

of total revenues. The increase compared to the data of last year, both in absolute and percentage terms on total

revenues, is mainly attributable to the positive results achieved by the Soilmec Division, as above stated, and by

the drilling activity performed by the subsidiary Petreven C.A..

The operating income is equal to 773 thousand Euros (-798 thousands as at 30/09/2000). This result decreased

due to amortisation and depreciation charges amounting to 4.388 thousand Euros.  The increase of amortisation

charges - compared to the same period of the previous financial year � is ascribable to the investments made by

the Group following the procurement of new job contracts and the continuous research aimed at improving the

plants and rigs from a technological point of view.

Net financial charges amount to 4.151 thousand Euros, representing an increase compared to the same period of

the previous financial year. This increase is mainly due to the higher amount of borrowings raised from banks

in order to finance investments in working capital, which was needed to enter into new markets.

Notes to the main assets and liabilities

The net invested capital was 205.358 thousand Euros and increased of other 48 million Euros compared to 31st

December 2000: this is partly attributable to the investments in plants and equipment and partly in new working

capital.

The intense activity of the quarter led to an increase in accounts receivable and in inventory, especially in the

Soilmec Division, in order to cope with the large number of deliveries foreseen for the following months.

Gross investments for the first nine months of 2001 amounted to about 20 million Euros and relate to

investments in rigs and equipment needed to fulfil job contracts started during this quarter and others that will

start in the next three-month period, among which the start of new sites in Germany, Italy and Middle East.

Moreover, some already produced drilling equipment have been capitalised and subsequently destined to the

leasing by the Soilmec Division.  Anyway, it should be stated that these fixed assets are often purchased and

sold.

Inventory as at 30th September 2001 amounts to 98.971 thousand Euros, showing an increase of 19.455

thousands Euros compared to 31st December 2000 (79.516 thousand as at 31st December 2000).

The increase in stock compared to 31st December 2000 is due both to the increased production achieved in this

quarter by the engineering division - in order to fulfil the large number of deliveries foreseen for the following
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months - and to the balance change in the works in progress that is mainly attributable to the projects carried

out by the subsidiary Trevi S.p.A. in Venezuela and in Italy.

Notes to the net financial position

The net financial position of the Trevi Group, as shown in the relevant statement, was of 96.481 thousand

Euros as at 30.09.2001, pointing out an increase (equal to 48.891 thousands of Euro) compared to the one as at

31.12.2000. This was particularly due to the growth of the turnover that led to an increase in the working

capital  (also because of longer collecting times from clients) and in the fixed one.

Interest charge during the first nine months of 2001 was reasonably contained despite the contradictory signals.

With reference to the borrowing composition, medium and long-term investments equal to 46,6 million

Euros should be noted.  This amount is mainly attributable both to debts with leasing companies following

to the stipulation of some financing contracts and to medium and long term loans from banks.


